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Role  - Event Sponsorship Sales  
(Part-Time, Contractor, Commission, Remote) 
 

IOpening Enterprises (iOE) is looking for a Free Minds Festival sponsorship team member to sell 
‘sponsorship packages’ to our annual event. The primary job function is to sell a range of 
‘partnership/sponsorship packages. The focus is on sponsorships from the local level to larger regional 
and national markets. 

The Free Minds Festival is a unique virtual event specifically developed for organizations who are 
committed to infusing a culture of wellness and diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) values into their 
workplace.  

If the above description sounds like you and fits your background, send you resume to: 
info@iopeningenterprises.com  
 
Who are we? 
Dr. Isaiah Pickens is the founder and CEO of iOpening Enterprises (iOE). As a transformational and 
innovative leader, Isaiah created iOE to transform how people and organizations see themselves in the 
world.    
 
As a licensed clinical psychologist and writer, Isaiah uses science and entertainment to provide his 
clients with creative tools based on psychological science that help them become better and healthier 
versions of their selves. 
 
iOpening Enterprises (iOE), a mental wellness solutions leader and media company, gives influential 
decision makers a critical edge by using psychological science to improve their work experience and 
unlock the potential of everyone in their organization. 
 
iOpening Enterprises (iOE), a mental wellness solutions leader and media company that gives influential 
decision makers a critical edge by using psychological science to improve their work experience and 
unlock the potential of everyone in their organization. 
 
Why iOpening Enterprises? 
iOpening Enterprises (iOE) delivers groundbreaking, science-based mental wellness solutions to schools, 
justice agencies, and businesses. These solutions provide professional development experiences that 
accelerate the growth and productivity of their workforce and revolutionize their organization with 
system-improving recommendations based on psychological science. Through keynotes, workshops, in-
person and online trainings, and innovative media content, iOE provides actionable strategies that help 
their customers unlock the potential of their staff and accelerate progress toward their organizational 
goals. 
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Our company is a fun, fast-paced environment with enormous opportunities for career advancement. 
We are seeking highly motivated, detail-oriented go-getters who want to move up in a startup.  
 
Our primary annual event, Free Minds Festival, is a workplace wellness event developed by iOpening 
Enterprises. Free Minds was created to fundamentally shift how we think about workplace wellness. 
 
The Free Minds Festival is the leading event for organizations who want to reinforce their commitment 
to creating and sustaining a culture of wellness and diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) values into their 
workplace. This event is a powerful opportunity for companies and organizations to join the movement 
and demonstrate your overwhelming commitment to the health and wellness of your employees. 
 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 

- Utilize telephone solicitation, electronic and written correspondence and face-to-face meetings 
as tools in order to reach and exceed the budgeted sponsorship target for each event; 

- Research and develop a list of potential sponsors for the event; 
- Research and develop a list of potential exhibitors when required; 
- Keep precise records of conversations with all clients, sponsors and exhibitors; 
- Update the company database as required; 
- Assist in preparing promotional material to advertise sales opportunities; 

Qualifications: 

- A history of successful sponsorship sales in the industry with expertise in selling high-dollar 
sponsorships. 

- Understanding of marketing research techniques and ability to apply findings in face to face 
interaction with clients. 

- Strong knowledge of the sponsorship landscape including industry trends, key players and 
terminology, with the ability to craft integrated marketing messages 

- Highly organized and detail-oriented 
- Excellent written and verbal communication skills, including creation of convincing and 

strategic sales approaches, proposals, documentations and presentations 
- Advanced negotiating skills 
- Confident of generating new business leads from cold calling, personal research and 

industry networking 
- Highly motivated, ambitious and constantly striving for excellence and success 
- Customer focused and knows how to build and maintain relationships (both for account 

management and up-selling purposes) 
- Self-motivation/drive with a work-ethic based on never giving up. 
- Results oriented 
- Strong business acumen and commercial awareness 
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Who Are You? 
You are a creative, passionate, and self-driven team player, eager to advance through a clearly defined 
learning and earning path. You are a self-starter with a track record of success. You are comfortable 
working in a fun, dynamic environment and have a competitive spirit.  Most importantly, you are excited 
about sales, building an incredible brand, and developing in an impactful and fast-growing organization. 

 
- Goal-Oriented -- you are a motivated closer who is always looking for new leads! You have a 

proven track record in B2B sales, you meet and exceed any goal put in front of you. 
- Creative Problem Solver -- you know the right questions to ask to get an understanding of a 

client's needs, and you are quick on your feet in formulating and articulating helpful solutions. 
When a door is closed, you open a window. 

- Persuasive -- you are an expert in handling objections, and you know how to stay positive during 
intense discussions, always working on getting buy-in from clients.   

- Individual Contributor -- you are self-motivated and know how to run a sales process from 
beginning to end and are comfortable executing each step and stage on your own. 

- Collaborative -- you welcome candid feedback and input from teammates and are open to 
discussing new ideas strategies to move the business forward. 

- You have fundraising, sponsorship sales experience or non-profit development: Big plus if you 
have experience selling to public and private school systems, judicial organizations, federal, 
state, and county agencies.  

- Big plus if you have a personal story or professional ties with school systems and you know a 
thing or two about wellness, professional development, self-development, or diversity, equity, 
and inclusion (DEI)  
 

The Event Sponsorship Sales Team position is a part-time 1099 independent contractor role with a 
commission-based compensation plan. Opportunity to develop sponsorships and related activity is 
seasonal in nature, depending on our Free-Minds event schedule and available sponsorship 
opportunities. 

If the above description sounds like you and fits your background, send you resume to 
 

EEO Statements 
 
We're an equal opportunity employer. All applicants will be considered for employment without 
attention to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, veteran, or 
disability status. 
 
iOpening Enterprises is committed to achieving a diverse workforce through application of its 
affirmative action, equal opportunity and nondiscrimination policy in all aspects of employment 
including recruitment, hiring, promotions, transfers, discipline, terminations, wage and salary 
administration, benefits, and training. 
 


